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simpson strong-tie
Simpson’s new stainless-steel Titen HD
heavy-duty screw anchor (THDSS) combines
the corrosion resistance of Type 316 stainless
steel with the undercutting ability of heat-treated carbon-steel cutting threads. A proprietary
bimetal design uses a carbon-steel helical-coil
thread brazed into the shank of the anchor.
These serrated carbon-steel threads undercut
the concrete allowing subsequent threads to
securely interlock with the concrete.
www.strongtie.com/titenhdss

bartell global
The Terminator Infinity
is Bartell Global’s newest
Innovatech Terminator
ride-on floor scraper. It
features an all-day battery,
a dual on-board 110V integrated charging system,
higher AGM maintenance
free battery capacity, and
increased travel speed.
The Terminator Infinity was
created to be an undeniable money making,
quality investment for both
contractors and dealers.

makita
Makita’s breakthrough new XSR01 is the
world’s first cordless rear handle 7 1/4-inch
saw powered by two 18V lithium-ion batteries, so users get maximum power and
run-time without the cord — and without
leaving the versatile 18V battery platform. In
run-time testing, the XSR01 made 558 cuts
in 2x4 SPF lumber on a single charge using
two 18V 5.0-Ah batteries, and 291 cross
cuts in 2x10 SPF lumber on a single charge
(with 5.0-Ah batteries). The saw’s Automatic
Speed Change technology adjusts cutting
speed and torque while cutting for optimum
performance.
www.makitatools.com
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hougen
The new model HMD918 portable
magnetic drill from Hougen offers a
major upgrade to the depth of cut in
the line of Hougen magnetic drills. The
HMD918 has a high-torque motor and
extended six-inch drilling depth to give
metal fabricators more options to drill
deep holes in steel, whether it is a solid
piece of material or multiple stacked
plates. The HMD918 includes a pressurized coolant bottle and system. The
two-gallon bottle provides pressurized
coolant to the cutter no matter the
position of the drill.
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best solution
Build the skills of your newer associates with the professional
development programs offered through the ISA Education
Foundation’s Learning Center.

ISA is the premier provider of
professional and career development
for the industrial supply industry.
hitachi
Hitachi’s new model G12VE 4 1/2-inch
AC Brushless Variable Speed Angle Grinder
permits the use of extra-long extension
cords with reduced power loss, eliminates
maintenance of armatures or carbon brushes and delivers superior performance when
powered by a generator. The G12VE’s 12amp motor has 1,300 watts of input power.
Its variable speed is adjustable between
2,800 to 10,000 rpm (no-load speed).
www.hitachipowertools.com

Get started on the path toward building
your next generation of sales and
technical professionals.
Learn more: www.isapartners.org/business-education-resources

Plan for you and your new associates to attend the
Foundation’s regional Best and Brightest professional
development programs.
Bring your new associates to the ISA annual
convention’s exceptional professional
development sessions.
Enroll your new associates in ISA’s exclusive
Emerging Leaders Group.
Have your newer associates attend the
ISA-sponsored University of Innovative
Distribution.
To identify future associates, get actively
involved in the Industrial Careers
Pathway (ICP). This professional
development program introduces
high school and college students
to a career in our great industry.

M.K. MOrse
Recent discoveries at The M. K. Morse
Company’s technology center have led to
dramatically improved cutting times and
extended product life over all current bimetal
hole saws on the market. These all-new Morse
bimetal hole saws take hole boring efficiency
to a new level. They produce a deeper cut
depth, have an improved side slot and a
proprietary cutting edge. Tests confirm the saw
works more quickly and cleanly than all other
bimetal hole saws.
www.mkmorse.com

greenlee
Greenlee Textron’s two new
Next Generation tool bags are
engineered to reduce strain
on the user and withstand
wear and tear. Their poly and
nylon Ripstop fabric contains
any tear, maintaining the
durability and utilization of
the bag. Critical seams are
reinforced with double and
triple stitching to prevent
separation. The bags also
have space for a personalized
name patch.

Harrington Hoists
The HFPSL Four-Point Sack Lifter Beam
is designed to lift bulk container sacks. It is
available in 1- and 2-metric-ton capacities
with outside spreads of 36 and 48 inches.
Its X-Style design provides a natural fit over
the top of the bulk container sack and allows for a straight-line connection to lifting
slings. A Standard Sling Keeper improves
sling containment during the lift.
www.harringtonhoists.com

www.greenlee.com

champion
Champion Cutting Tool Corp.’s
new Brute Platinum XLT Tapper is
designed for high production tapping. Its high-tech features include
automatic reverse and a pivoting
tap collet for fast, trouble-free alignment and fewer broken taps. The
Brute XLT Tapper fits all standard
square shank taps from #10 up to
9/16-inch in steel and #10 up to
5/8-inch in aluminum.
www.championcuttingtool.com

cs unitec
Drill holes up to 3 1/16 inches in
diameter with CS Unitec’s powerful
four-gear MABasic 850 portable magnetic drill. Its 16-amp, double-insulated
motor has a 4-speed gearbox (110,
175, 245 or 385 rpm) for demanding applications requiring high power.
Compact and portable, this drill cuts
holes up to 3 1/16 inches (78mm) in
diameter with annular cutters. The drill’s
MT3 design, coupled with the included
3/4-inch (19mm) geared chuck, easily
converts the MABasic 850 to a standard drill press with a 10-inch (255mm)
stroke for conventional twist drilling up
to 1 1/4 inches (31.75mm) in diameter.

lackmond
Lackmond’s new Beast/B+BTec
Manual Tile Cutters are available in
30- and 37-inch models and are
engineered with a hardened lightweight
aluminum base plate and breaking
strip. They offer the operator a direct
view of the scoring wheel and cutting
line. The Beast/B+BTec manual tile cutters have many other features including chrome and rectified solid steel
guides, wide fixed tile stop and more.
They provide the operator the accuracy
needed to get the job done right and
are ideal for making straight cuts and
diagonal cuts. Each unit comes with
a robust carrying case.
www.lackmond.com

www.csunitec.com
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rockler
Get an even finish with Rockler’s
new HVLP Finishing Sprayer, model
56405, with Earlex HVLP (high
volume, low pressure) spray technology designed to quickly and efficiently
deliver smooth, even coats of finish.
It accommodates many different
finishing products, including varnish,
lacquer, urethane, latex paint, enamel,
stain and water sealant. The spray
pattern is adjustable between 1 and
12 inches wide.
www.rockler.com
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makinex
The Makinex Hose 2 Go delivers a
constant-pressure water supply ideal for the
construction and rental industries as a dust
suppression tool and portable water supply.
The Hose 2 Go has a constant flow of water
that allows you to suppress dust when cutting, core drilling and grinding concrete.
It’s different from every other product on the
market because it provides a constant water
flow without the use of a pump, battery or
electronics. There is no need to manually
pump to get the water pressure you need
and its three-gallon capacity delivers up to
30 minutes of constant flowing water.

generac
One of three light towers Generac
launched at CONEXPO-CON/AGG, the
MLT6SMD comes quipped with four
240-watt LED lights backed by a five-year
limited warranty. The LED fixtures are highly
durable, capable of withstanding extreme
weather and construction site conditions.
Its ECOSpeed engine runs at low speed
when the LED lights are on, conserving fuel,
reducing emissions and extending run time
up to 580 hours on one tank of fuel.

www.ContractorSupplyMagazine.com

www.ContractorSupplyMagazine.com

cep
CEP’s new LED High Lumen Cart
Light features a total of four 50-watt
LED fixtures (rated at 50,000 hours
each) pulling 5,500 lumens each or a
total of 200 watts and 22,000 lumens.
The total power draw of this new cart
light is only 1.7 amps at 120V, which
allows you to efficiently maximize your
on-site temporary power. A self-braking winch allows you to easily raise
the fixture to its maximum height of 12
feet and lower the light for easy
disassembly and storage.
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lackmond
Lackmond’s new Beast/B+BTec Core Drills, Rigs and
Bits are manufactured in Europe with the highest quality
raw materials utilizing the most advanced manufacturing technology. The BCR130/5BG is a hand-held core
drill with a back-grip making it ideal for drilling vertical
holes. The BCR130/5MG hand-held core drill has a
mid-grip for comfort when drilling horizontal holes. The
BCR300/12 is a mast
mounted core drill rig
and is excellent for
drilling conduit holes.
www.lackmond.com

bahco
BAHCO’s high-performance Side Nut Adjustable Wrenches give users strength that exceeds ASME torque requirements by 20 percent and ISO torque requirements by 25
percent. They offer the finest tuning in the industry, thanks to
smooth movement and minimum play in the movable jaw.

NEXT GENERATION SEALANT TECHNOLOGY

strong man safety products
Strong Man now offers custom-printed
debris netting, vinyl banners, mesh and
fabric banners, visual barriers and fence
murals that allow for customization of a
wide array of mesh for applications including construction sites, concerts and special
events. Customers can print their company
name, high-resolution logo, advertisements,
pictures and designs on superior strength
reinforced PVC vinyl fabric. Strong Man’s
printed mesh has heat-sealed edges and
grommets, is UV-treated and flame retardant
and is available in various shade factors.
Each request is made to order.
www.strongman.com

www.bahco.com/en/

THE NEXT
GENERATION OF
SEALANT TECHNOLOGY
IS HERE
BONDS TO WET SURFACES
AGGRESSIVE ADHESION
NO SOLVENTS
LOW VOCS

LEARN ABOUT OUR
PROFESSIONAL GRADE
FEATURES ONLINE
WWW.XTRABONDGENX.COM
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workin’ stiff tools
The Industrial Cord Connector provides a safe and
easier way to connect your electrical cords together. The
Industrial Cord Connector is proudly Made in the USA
in Sweetwater, Texas and eliminates the need to knot or
tape cords together, which can expose conducting wire
and increase the risk of fire, burns or electrical shock. The
Industrial Cord Connector includes the connector body
and two cinch straps. Cord Stops are available in sizes
#10, #12, #14 and #16.

simpson strong-tie
The new, patent-pending FBFZ flat fence
bracket makes the connection between rails
and posts simple and strong. The flat-plate
design, a new addition to the fence bracket
line, is fabricated for a concealed look that
shows less metal and makes installation
easier by eliminating the need for toe nailing
or screwing. The FBFZ also can be used for
handrails on porches and decks that are no
more than 30 inches above the ground.

www.industrialcordconnector.com

www.strongtie.com/fbfz
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NEW
Stainless-steel
Titen HD
heavy-duty
screw anchor
®

Cracked

Concrete
CODE LISTED

The new Simpson Strong-Tie® stainless-steel Titen HD® screw anchor
delivers all the benefits of our high-strength Titen HD anchor and can now
be installed in exterior and corrosive environments. Its innovative carbon
helical-coil thread effectively cuts the concrete while significantly
reducing the carbon steel in the anchor to maximize corrosion resistance.
To learn more about the Type 316 stainless-steel Titen HD screw anchor,
visit go.strongtie.com/titenhdss or call (800) 999-5099.
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